
The Bishop’s Learning Series with Bishop Porter Taylor 
My Story; Our Story; The Story: How fiction and poetry can take us deeper 
into our faith. 

“In the long run the stories all overlap and mingle like searchlights in the dark. The 
stories Jesus tells are part of the story Jesus is, and the other way round. And the story 
Jesus is part of the story you and I are because Jesus has become so much a part of the 
world's story that it is impossible to imagine how any of our stories would have turned 
out without him, even the stories of people who don't believe in him or even know who 
he is or care about knowing. And my story and your story are all part of each other too if 
only because we have sung together and prayed together and seen each other's faces 
so that we are at least a footnote at the bottom of each other's stories.  

In other words, all our stories are in the end one story, one vast story about being 
human, being together, being here.” 

From “The Truth of Our Stories”—Frederick Buechner 
Originally published in The Clown in the Belfry 

As human beings we make meaning through story. Stories are how we connect with one 
another.  When you are introduced to a stranger, you begin with your story: “Where I am 
from; what I do; what are my passions” and so on.   

In addition, the deeper truth can often only be reached through story.  We know this from 
reading the gospels.  People asked Jesus a complicated question, and he answered with a 
story: “Once there was a man who had two sons…” 

This series of classes is to deepen our awareness and our reservoir of story and of image.  
We will read short stories and poems and use them as the way to go deeper into the Good 
News and how we encounter it in our lives.  The class is not an English class but a Theology 
class that uses fiction and poetry as the doorway into the mysteries of our faith.  Plus, 
talking about fiction and poetry is fun. 

We will use two anthologies: one for poems and the other for short stories. 

The poetry anthology is Joy: 100 Poems, Edited by Christian Wiman  

I am still deciding on the short story anthology but will make a decision quickly. 

https://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=47688690&msgid=445189&act=4M5D&c=1318316&destination=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.frederickbuechner.com%2Fthe-clown-in-the-belfry&cf=8078&v=aaef4e7301d5b8be1af022cdb2844b9bb5763e43a59538c4b87e69180c80b460


We will begin on the week of January 12 and 13 and end on the week of February 23 and 24.  
Please reply to Ms. Anita Lisk (alisk@thediocese.net), if you wish to join the class, and if 
you are a lay person, which class. I will send out a syllabus for the readings soon. 

Clergy classes will be Thursday at 4:00.  

Lay classes will be Wednesday at 3:00 and Thursday at 1:30 


